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Purpose of this projectPurpose of this project

Review feedback from previous Review feedback from previous 
consultations consultations 
Identify issues using focus groups Identify issues using focus groups 
Undertake new research in response to Undertake new research in response to 
issues identified, including other issues identified, including other 
municipalitiesmunicipalities’’ experience experience 
Identify options and solutions Identify options and solutions 



Identified IssuesIdentified Issues

1.1. ParkingParking
2.2. Dwelling Unit Age RegulationDwelling Unit Age Regulation
3.3. LicensingLicensing
4.4. EnforcementEnforcement
5.5. Neighbourhood ImpactNeighbourhood Impact



Issue 1: ParkingIssue 1: Parking

The proposed removal of the parking regulation The proposed removal of the parking regulation 
was not a highly contentious issuewas not a highly contentious issue
There were a number of benefits identified: There were a number of benefits identified: 

opportunity to create more secondary suites opportunity to create more secondary suites 
protection of green spaceprotection of green space

Most felt that the benefits of removing the onMost felt that the benefits of removing the on--
site parking regulation outweighed the costssite parking regulation outweighed the costs
Concerns about removing the regulation Concerns about removing the regulation 
focussedfocussed on the effect of more onon the effect of more on--street parking street parking 



Parking: Options and Solutions Parking: Options and Solutions 

A.A.Retain the current requirement: one onRetain the current requirement: one on--site site 
space per lot space per lot 

B.B.Extend the Gonzales parking requirement to all Extend the Gonzales parking requirement to all 
R1R1--B, R1B, R1--A, and RA, and R--2 zones, i.e. remove the on2 zones, i.e. remove the on--
site parking requirement and permit parking on site parking requirement and permit parking on 
the streetthe street

Monitor the impact of removing the parking Monitor the impact of removing the parking 
requirement and consider measures to address  requirement and consider measures to address  
problematic impacts where they arise problematic impacts where they arise 

Recommendation:  Recommendation:  Option BOption B



Issue 2: Dwelling Unit Issue 2: Dwelling Unit 
Age RegulationAge Regulation

Removal of the age regulation was the most contentious Removal of the age regulation was the most contentious 
issue in the focus groupsissue in the focus groups
The concerns most often expressed were:The concerns most often expressed were:

removal could result in increased demolition of older and more removal could result in increased demolition of older and more 
affordable housing stockaffordable housing stock
replacement houses would be larger, less affordable, and not replacement houses would be larger, less affordable, and not ‘‘fitfit’’
into the existing neighbourhood into the existing neighbourhood 

Most experts believe that:Most experts believe that:
““the incentive for tearing down comes from the value of the the incentive for tearing down comes from the value of the 
land, not secondary suitesland, not secondary suites””
demolition is demolition is ““more about the more about the unun--builtbuilt capacity in the zoning capacity in the zoning 
bylaw than about secondary suitesbylaw than about secondary suites””



Recent Demolitions and  Recent Demolitions and  
Replacement HousesReplacement Houses

Although secondary suites are not a permitted Although secondary suites are not a permitted 
use in new houses, new houses are being use in new houses, new houses are being 
constructed with suites anyway constructed with suites anyway 
Over the last 2.5 years, 47 demolitions of single Over the last 2.5 years, 47 demolitions of single 
family houses have taken place: family houses have taken place: 

half were replaced with duplexes half were replaced with duplexes 
18 with single family houses18 with single family houses
3 with single family houses and secondary suites3 with single family houses and secondary suites
the remainder with multiple unitsthe remainder with multiple units



Demolitions of Single Family 
Houses in the City of Victoria

                 Between October 31, 2002 and March 24, 2006
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Zoning Bylaw RegulationsZoning Bylaw Regulations

Regulations governing the size of houses in the Regulations governing the size of houses in the 
Zoning Bylaw have been periodically changed, Zoning Bylaw have been periodically changed, 
including in Gonzales when the new secondary including in Gonzales when the new secondary 
suite regulations were implemented suite regulations were implemented 



Typical Small House in Typical Small House in OaklandsOaklands and  and  
Replacement House ExampleReplacement House Example



Dwelling Unit Age RegulationDwelling Unit Age Regulation
Main Options Main Options 

A. Retain existing age requirementA. Retain existing age requirement
B. Remove the age requirement altogetherB. Remove the age requirement altogether
C. Require a suite C. Require a suite capabilitycapability in all new housesin all new houses
D. Retain 5D. Retain 5--year wait period before permitting a secondary year wait period before permitting a secondary 

suite in an existing house where major alterations are suite in an existing house where major alterations are 
needed to create a secondary needed to create a secondary 

E. Move the age limit up, e.g. to all houses built up to and E. Move the age limit up, e.g. to all houses built up to and 
including the year 2001.  including the year 2001.  

This limit could be adjusted periodically.This limit could be adjusted periodically.
F. Monitor the impact of changing the dwelling unit age F. Monitor the impact of changing the dwelling unit age 

requirement and address problematic impactsrequirement and address problematic impacts



Further Options to Address Issue of Further Options to Address Issue of 
Neighbourhood CharacterNeighbourhood Character

G. Review buildG. Review build--out capacity in the Zoning Bylawout capacity in the Zoning Bylaw
H. Develop design guidelines for new houses and identify H. Develop design guidelines for new houses and identify 

how these would be administeredhow these would be administered
I. Review existing policy regarding exterior changes to I. Review existing policy regarding exterior changes to 

existing houses when existing houses when secondarysecondary suite contemplatedsuite contemplated
J. Review possibility of implementing J. Review possibility of implementing ‘‘equivalentequivalent’’ standards standards 

in the Building Code for secondary suite health, safety, in the Building Code for secondary suite health, safety, 
and livabilityand livability

K. Address outstanding issues with respect to K. Address outstanding issues with respect to 
Neighbourhood Plans and the heritage registry Neighbourhood Plans and the heritage registry 



Main RecommendationsMain Recommendations
Dwelling Unit Age Regulation Dwelling Unit Age Regulation 

Retain 5Retain 5--year wait period before permitting a secondary year wait period before permitting a secondary 
suite in an existing house where major alterations are suite in an existing house where major alterations are 
needed to create suiteneeded to create suite
Move the age limit up so it applies to all houses built up Move the age limit up so it applies to all houses built up 
to and including the year 2001to and including the year 2001
Consider removing the age requirement altogether Consider removing the age requirement altogether --
once a review of the buildonce a review of the build--out capacity in the Zoning out capacity in the Zoning 
Bylaw has been addressed.Bylaw has been addressed.
Monitor the impact of changing the dwelling unit age Monitor the impact of changing the dwelling unit age 
requirement and address problematic impactsrequirement and address problematic impacts



Further RecommendationsFurther Recommendations
Neighbourhood CharacterNeighbourhood Character

As resources become available: As resources become available: 
Develop design guidelines for new houses  Develop design guidelines for new houses  
Review existing policy regarding exterior changes to Review existing policy regarding exterior changes to 
existing houses when a secondary suite is contemplated existing houses when a secondary suite is contemplated 
Review possibility of implementing Review possibility of implementing ‘‘equivalentequivalent’’ standards standards 
in the Building Code for secondary suite health, safety, in the Building Code for secondary suite health, safety, 
and livability and livability 
Address outstanding issues respecting Neighbourhood Address outstanding issues respecting Neighbourhood 
Plans and the heritage registryPlans and the heritage registry



Issue 3: Licensing FeeIssue 3: Licensing Fee

A reasonable (e.g. $100) licensing fee was generally A reasonable (e.g. $100) licensing fee was generally 
supported in the focus groups, but the effectiveness of supported in the focus groups, but the effectiveness of 
voluntary compliance was questioned  voluntary compliance was questioned  
An important consideration is how to achieve fairness for An important consideration is how to achieve fairness for 
owners of owners of allall rental properties rental properties –– currently some pay a currently some pay a 
fee, secondary suite owners do not. fee, secondary suite owners do not. 
Introducing a business licence could help address liability Introducing a business licence could help address liability 
issues, but could add additional costs issues, but could add additional costs 
One of the keys of a successful secondary suites One of the keys of a successful secondary suites 
program cited in the program cited in the Secondary Suites GuideSecondary Suites Guide is avoiding is avoiding 
or minimizing special fees and requirements. or minimizing special fees and requirements. 



Licensing:  Options and SolutionsLicensing:  Options and Solutions

A. Do not introduce business licence for secondary suites A. Do not introduce business licence for secondary suites 
B. Decide whether to introduce a voluntary or required B. Decide whether to introduce a voluntary or required 

business licencebusiness licence
C. Decide coverage:  legal and/or illegal suites C. Decide coverage:  legal and/or illegal suites 
D. Determine fee level to cover City costs without being a D. Determine fee level to cover City costs without being a 

disincentive disincentive 
E. Investigate feasibility of providing incentive to legalize E. Investigate feasibility of providing incentive to legalize 

illegal suitesillegal suites
starting fee at higher level; reducing if suite legalizedstarting fee at higher level; reducing if suite legalized

F. Make business licence for secondary suites compatible F. Make business licence for secondary suites compatible 
with other business licences required for rental with other business licences required for rental 
properties in the Cityproperties in the City



RecommendationsRecommendations
LicensingLicensing

Introduce a required business licence for both Introduce a required business licence for both 
legal and illegal suites and monitor the results legal and illegal suites and monitor the results 
Implement Options D, E and FImplement Options D, E and F

Determine appropriate fee level  Determine appropriate fee level  
Investigate feasibility of creating incentive to legalize Investigate feasibility of creating incentive to legalize 
suites which are currently illegal suites which are currently illegal 
Make business licence compatible with other business Make business licence compatible with other business 
licences required for rental properties in the Citylicences required for rental properties in the City



Issue 4: EnforcementIssue 4: Enforcement
Enforcement generally perceived to be weakEnforcement generally perceived to be weak

Problem more acute with multiple units than Problem more acute with multiple units than 
secondary suitessecondary suites

Some from less affluent neighbourhoods believe Some from less affluent neighbourhoods believe 
an expanded policy creating additional suites an expanded policy creating additional suites 
would compound problems arising from weak would compound problems arising from weak 
enforcementenforcement
Because enforcement is often done Because enforcement is often done ‘‘quietlyquietly’’, , 
many people may not be aware of actions being many people may not be aware of actions being 
takentaken
The perception that problems are not being The perception that problems are not being 
dealt with affects receptivity to changes to dealt with affects receptivity to changes to 
current policiescurrent policies..



Enforcement: Enforcement: 
Options and SolutionsOptions and Solutions

A. Manage suites that have been constructed or A. Manage suites that have been constructed or 
altered without the requisite permits in altered without the requisite permits in 
conjunction with staff report on revised conjunction with staff report on revised 
enforcement strategy currently being completed enforcement strategy currently being completed 

B. Undertake general awareness campaign on B. Undertake general awareness campaign on 
enforcement issues with the community, enforcement issues with the community, 
specifically addressing the protocol for specifically addressing the protocol for 
secondary suites. secondary suites. 
Recommendation:Recommendation: Implement Options A & B Implement Options A & B 



Issue 5: Neighbourhood ImpactIssue 5: Neighbourhood Impact

Most, but not all, focus group participants Most, but not all, focus group participants 
recognized that secondary suites can improve recognized that secondary suites can improve 
housing affordabilityhousing affordability
Professional opinion views secondary suites as Professional opinion views secondary suites as 
contributing to the availability of affordable contributing to the availability of affordable 
rental housing stock rental housing stock -- and enhanced and enhanced 
opportunities for home ownership opportunities for home ownership –– while having while having 
less visual impact on less visual impact on neighbourhoodsneighbourhoods than other than other 
affordable rental housing unitsaffordable rental housing units



Focus group consensus: expanded policy would Focus group consensus: expanded policy would 
probably not result in significant numbers of new suitesprobably not result in significant numbers of new suites
Our estimate: removal of the age restriction would Our estimate: removal of the age restriction would 
probably affect approximately 800 houses (<10% of the probably affect approximately 800 houses (<10% of the 
single family housing stock)single family housing stock)
It is unlikely that all newer houses would be converted It is unlikely that all newer houses would be converted 

not every homeowner wants a secondary suitenot every homeowner wants a secondary suite
not every home would meet Zoning Bylaw or Building Code not every home would meet Zoning Bylaw or Building Code 
regulations even with an expanded policy regulations even with an expanded policy 

City staff indicate that one out of three homeowners City staff indicate that one out of three homeowners 
currently wanting to create currently wanting to create legallegal secondary suites are secondary suites are 
constrained by: constrained by: 

the existing dwelling unit age the existing dwelling unit age 
amount of habitable floor area, and/oramount of habitable floor area, and/or
onon--site parking requirements site parking requirements 

Thus an expanded policy would likely increase the Thus an expanded policy would likely increase the 
number of legal suitesnumber of legal suites



Applying an Expanded Policy Fairly: Applying an Expanded Policy Fairly: 
Focus Group PerspectivesFocus Group Perspectives

Some felt that the age restriction is unfair to owners of Some felt that the age restriction is unfair to owners of 
houses built after 1970 houses built after 1970 
Further, applying different regulations in different parts Further, applying different regulations in different parts 
of the city would be unfair  of the city would be unfair  
On the other hand, others felt that imposing a change On the other hand, others felt that imposing a change 
that might fit one neighbourhood, but not another, was that might fit one neighbourhood, but not another, was 
unfair unfair -- the citythe city’’s neighbourhoods are not uniform s neighbourhoods are not uniform 

but then, neither are neighbourhoods themselves homogeneous. but then, neither are neighbourhoods themselves homogeneous. 

The The Secondary Suites GuideSecondary Suites Guide recommends using a recommends using a 
consistent approach throughout a jurisdiction.  It creates consistent approach throughout a jurisdiction.  It creates 
a sense of fairness and simplicity.a sense of fairness and simplicity.



Neighbourhood ImpactNeighbourhood Impact
Options and SolutionsOptions and Solutions

A.A. If the secondary suite policy is changed, consider If the secondary suite policy is changed, consider 
whether to extend changes to all R1whether to extend changes to all R1--B, R1B, R1--A, and RA, and R--2 2 
zones zones oror develop policy on a neighbourhood by develop policy on a neighbourhood by 
neighbourhood basis.neighbourhood basis.

B.B. Evaluate impact of changes, including costs and benefits Evaluate impact of changes, including costs and benefits 
to Cityto City

C.C. Work with Capital Region Housing Corporation to Work with Capital Region Housing Corporation to 
promote use of RRAP funds to bring suites up to Code promote use of RRAP funds to bring suites up to Code 
and provide accessible unitsand provide accessible units

D.D. Investigate possibility of using the Housing Reserve Investigate possibility of using the Housing Reserve 
Fund to provide grants for renovation to create Fund to provide grants for renovation to create 
additional suitesadditional suites

E.E. Explore using heritage Tax Incentive Program to make Explore using heritage Tax Incentive Program to make 
the creation of secondary suites more attractive.the creation of secondary suites more attractive.



Neighbourhood ImpactNeighbourhood Impact
RecommendationsRecommendations

Apply the recommended policies to Apply the recommended policies to allall R1R1--B, R1B, R1--
A, and RA, and R--2 zones. 2 zones. 
Implement Remaining OptionsImplement Remaining Options

Evaluate impact of changesEvaluate impact of changes
Work to promote use of RRAP funds to bring suites Work to promote use of RRAP funds to bring suites 
up to Codeup to Code
Investigate using the Housing Reserve Fund to Investigate using the Housing Reserve Fund to 
provide grants for renovation and additional suitesprovide grants for renovation and additional suites
Explore using heritage Tax Incentive Program to Explore using heritage Tax Incentive Program to 
make the creation of secondary suites more attractivemake the creation of secondary suites more attractive



Community ConsultationCommunity Consultation
In focus groups, several representatives of In focus groups, several representatives of 
neighbourhood associations expressed dissatisfaction neighbourhood associations expressed dissatisfaction 
with the consultation process on secondary suiteswith the consultation process on secondary suites
To provide some perspective, it is useful to review the To provide some perspective, it is useful to review the 
results from the June 2005 Open House Survey:results from the June 2005 Open House Survey:

65% agreed or strongly agreed with expanding the secondary 65% agreed or strongly agreed with expanding the secondary 
suite policy across the citysuite policy across the city
65% supported or strongly supported the proposed change in 65% supported or strongly supported the proposed change in 
the age of constructionthe age of construction
41% supported reduced fees for suites41% supported reduced fees for suites
12% did not support any incentives; and12% did not support any incentives; and
there was there was ‘‘solidsolid’’ support for introducing a business support for introducing a business licencelicence

Support for removal of the dwelling unit age regulation Support for removal of the dwelling unit age regulation 
was stronger at the Open House than in focus groupswas stronger at the Open House than in focus groups



The results of the CityThe results of the City’’s 2005 Citizen Survey s 2005 Citizen Survey 
also provide perspective:also provide perspective:

While community/neighbourhood associations were shown While community/neighbourhood associations were shown 
to be an important part of the Cityto be an important part of the City’’s consultative process, s consultative process, 
they were not the primary way in which citizens obtain they were not the primary way in which citizens obtain 
information, provide input, or feel that their views are information, provide input, or feel that their views are 
represented. represented. 

While the focus groups produced much useful While the focus groups produced much useful 
information, the issues and concerns raised were information, the issues and concerns raised were 
similar to those identified through the Open Housesimilar to those identified through the Open House
Practitioner/professional experience and research Practitioner/professional experience and research 
findings are often viewed with skepticism. findings are often viewed with skepticism. 
There is also significant distrust of the integrity of There is also significant distrust of the integrity of 
the Citythe City’’s consultative processes s consultative processes 



Community ConsultationCommunity Consultation
Options and SolutionsOptions and Solutions

A.A. Consider whether or not additional consultation is Consider whether or not additional consultation is 
needed, particularly in view of the number and range of needed, particularly in view of the number and range of 
activities that have already been undertaken and would activities that have already been undertaken and would 
take place if the expanded policy proceeded to the take place if the expanded policy proceeded to the 
public hearing stage public hearing stage 

B.B. Improve secondary suite public informational materials:Improve secondary suite public informational materials:
Improved brochure and web site information Improved brochure and web site information 
Clearer directions for finding secondary suite information on thClearer directions for finding secondary suite information on the e 
CityCity’’s web site s web site 
Update web site regularly  Update web site regularly  



Community ConsultationCommunity Consultation
Recommended ActionRecommended Action

Post this report on the CityPost this report on the City’’s web sites web site
Inform community/neighbourhood associations, key Inform community/neighbourhood associations, key 
stakeholders and focus group participants of postingstakeholders and focus group participants of posting

Introduce the recommended bylaw changes and Introduce the recommended bylaw changes and 
proceed to public hearing and adoptionproceed to public hearing and adoption
Implement Option B:  Improved secondary suite Implement Option B:  Improved secondary suite 
public informational materialspublic informational materials


